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CONTRIBlJI'IONS TO THE THEORY OF RANK ORDER STATISTICS: 
Computation Rules for Probabilities of Rank Orders 
I. Richard Savage 
1. Introduction. 
For most distributions the computations of the probabilities of rank 
orders (non null case) involve either difficult multiple integrations or 
extensive Monte Carlo sampling [1,2.,3]. In this note rules are given for 
computing the probabilities of rank orders for the one and two sample 
problems [1.,2]. For the one-sample probJ.em the rule permits the computations 
for samples of size n from the resu1ts with samples of n+l. For the two-
sample problem the rule permits the computations for samples of size m and n 
from the results with samples of mt-1 and n (n and n+l). Since most computa-
tions done analytically are built up from smaller to larger sample sizes 
these results will, tor that case, have limited value, e.g., in checking 
numerical. work. For Monte Carlo sampling, however, there is no reason for 
starting with the smaller samples a.nd in this case the rules will be of 
service, 
2. One-Sample~· 
Let Pn(z) be the probability of the rank order z = (z1, ... , zn) 
where zi = O (1) if the i-th smallest of the observed absolute vaJ.ues was 
from a negative (positive) observed value, e.g., if the observed values are 
(2.2, •• 7, .5,.1.1,3.0) then z = (10011). 
~ .!• To compute Pn(z) add aU. [2(nt-1) in number1 the Pnt-1(zij) 
and divide by (n+l) where 
i a 011 and j = 11 ••• I n+l. 
,,. 
,; 
Note a. 
--
~£· 
Note c. 
--
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zn+l is undefined encl actually is not used. 
Several of the z1j will be the same. 
The rule can be obtained using the analytic expressions for P (z) 
n 
given in [2]. Another proof can be obtained from noting that after the sample 
of size n is formed an additional. observation must fall either between exist-
ing observations or before them or after ·chem. 
Example!• Numerical results for the one-sample problem are not 
available. The following, however, suggests the kind of computing formulae 
that could be used. For n=3, 
P3(010) =cP4(l0l0)+P4(001o)+P4(011o)+P4(001o)+P4(0ll0)+P4(0100) 
+P4(010l)+P4(0100)]/4, 
3 • Two-Sample ~ • 
Let Pm.,n(z) be the probability of the rank order z = (z1, .•• ., zmf-n) 
where zi=O (1) if the i-th smallest of the observed veJ.ues was from the first 
(second) sample, e.g., if the observed values in the first sample were 
(-1.5, 2.6), in the second sam_ple (3.41 •• 9) then z = (0101). 
Rule II. To compute P (z) add all [(m+n+l) in number] of the 
-- m,n 
Pml-l n(zj) and divide by (mt-1) where 
, . . 
zj = (z1, ••• ., 01 z J' ••• , zm+1) j=l, ••• , (mt-n+l) • 
~ !• zm+n+l is undefined but is not e.ctually used. 
~ ]?• Several of the zj will be the same. 
~ .£• The roles of m and n can be interchanged in the obvious manner. 
Note d. The rule can be obtained using the analytic expression for P (z) 
- - m,n 
given in [ l] • Another proof can be obtained by noting that after the samples 
of size m and n have been obtained an additional observation from the first 
-4-
population must either be between a pair of the observations of the original 
m+n or before or after them~ 
Example .!!, • For the two-sample problem with m=3 and n=2, 
P 3, 2( 00011) =f P 3, 3 ( l000ll)+P 3, 3 ( 0l00ll)+P 313 ( 001011)+3P 3, 3 ( 0OOlll)] /3. 
Teichroew [31 gives .0394 as the exact vaJ.ue, and ,0410 as the Monte Carlo 
value { 2000 samples) when the two populations are normal w:I. th means differing 
by 1/2 of the common standard deviation. Using Teichroew' s [3] Monte Carlo 
results for m=3, n=3 (4000 samples) 1n the above formula one obtains 
P3, 2(000ll)=[ ,0325o+.01825+.0ll875+3(.01675)]/3=•03992. 
Additional. results for m=3, n=2 could be obtained from m=4, n=2 and from 
m=4, n=3 via m-=3, n=3 [ 31 • 
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